This summer, Dr. King and the staff of the Chicago Social Drinking Project travelled to New Orleans, Louisiana to present data at the 39th annual meeting of the Research Society on Alcoholism. Researchers from all around the world gathered to discuss new and innovative discoveries. Among the many presentations, the staff of the CSDP shared several important findings:

- **Patrick McNamara** presented data from a sample of German adolescents to examine responses to alcohol in the first few years of drinking.
- **Lia Smith** presented on the different effects that individuals experience during intoxication.
- **Patrick Smith** presented work on our development of a new measure for alcohol and drug responses that may be useful for assessments outside the laboratory environment.
- **Dr. King** led a discussion on the role of medications in treating nicotine and alcohol use disorders.

In addition to the many talks and presentations that the CSDP took part in, we also got the chance to visit with some former lab members including Ty Brumback, Dan Roche, and Constantine Trela (pictured below). We certainly enjoyed our time in NOLA!

CSDP Travels to New Orleans

Follow-up Raffle!

A total of $3,500 has been awarded in raffles since 2005! All you need to do is complete your follow-up on time and you will be enrolled.

The next follow-up raffle will take place on:

**October 1, 2016**

You are eligible for the raffle only if you complete your follow-up ON TIME.

Make sure to keep your contact information up-to-date to receive notifications about this upcoming drawing (socdrink@uchicago.edu)

Winners will be notified via e-mail!

Director’s Note

Welcome to our fall issue of “What’s On Tap?” In this issue, we report on the research we presented this summer at the Research Society on Alcoholism’s annual conference.

On the back page, we welcome our newest member of our lab, Kelsey Clayman. We also have a new contest in honor of our upcoming presidential election—be sure to enter for your chance to win!

As always, thank you for your continued dedication to the Chicago Social Drinking Project. We look forward to following up with you!

Dr. Andrea King, Principal Investigator
CSDP Welcomes Kelsey Clayman

We are pleased to introduce the newest member of our CSDP team, Kelsey Clayman. Kelsey graduated from Harvard University this past spring where she majored in neuroscience. A St. Louis native, Kelsey joined our lab group in May 2016 and has quickly taken on a key role with the CSDP.

In the lab, she is in charge of conducting experimental sessions and recruiting new participants for CSDP. She enjoys getting to know each of our participants and working alongside her coworkers in the lab (aww!).

With a strong background in science and research, Kelsey aspires to become a physician scientist.

Welcome, Kelsey!

In Honor of the Fall Election: Enter Our Contest!

1) Use the clues below to answer each item, then match the numbered letters to uncover our secret message
2) When you have solved the answer, simply email it to socdrink@uchicago.edu (& include your contact info)
3) All entries must be received by midnight on Mon, October 3, 2016 to be eligible. We will have one first prize for a $60 gift card and one second prize for a $40 gift card. You choose the vendor: Amazon.com, Target, Starbucks, or Barnes & Noble

Another name for the president: c __ m __ d __ r - i __ - h __ e f
A piece of paper used to record a vote: b a l __ t
Where one might store personal emails: r __ v a __ s __ r v __ r
A state that can go either way: w i __ g s t __ e
Mac or Sanders: e r __ i e
A form of government where the people elect their leaders: d e __ c r __ c y
If you wear small gloves, then you must have: m __ l l h __ d s

SECRET MESSAGE: This infamous Chicagoan coined the phrase “Vote early and vote often.”